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Oceanic fronts are ubiquitous and important features that form and evolve due to multiscale6
oceanic and atmospheric processes. For example, large-scale temperature and tracer fronts7
along the eastward extensions of the Gulf Stream and Kuroshio currents play key roles in8
the regional ocean environment and climate. The fronts cannot be realistically simulated9
by numerical models at spatial resolutions that do not resolve the oceanic mesoscale. This10
numerical study examines the relative importance of large-scale and mesoscale currents11
(“eddies”) in the front formation and evolution. Using an idealized model of the double-gyre12
system on both eddy-resolving and coarse-resolution grids, we demonstrate that the effect13
of eddies is to sharpen the large-scale front, whereas the large-scale current counteracts this14
effect. The eddy-driven frontogenesis is further described in terms of a recently proposed15
framework of generalized eddy-induced advection, which represents all those eddy effects on16
tracers that are not due to eddy-induced mass fluxes and are traditionally parameterized by17
isopycnal diffusion. In this study the generalized advection is represented using an effective18
eddy-induced velocity (EEIV), which is the speed at which eddies move tracer contours.19
The advantage of this formulation is that the frontal sharpening can be readily reproduced20
by EEIVs, whereas it cannot be modeled as a diffusive process. A proposed closure21
(“parameterization”) for EEIV based on large-scale properties shows promise in representing22
frontogenesis in coarse-resolution simulation. This study demonstrates advantages of using23
an advective rather than diffusive framework for representing eddy effects in coarse-resolution24
models.25

Key words:26

1. Introduction27

Fronts, characterized by narrow bands of enhanced gradients of physical and biogeochemical28
tracers such as temperature, dissolved carbon and nutrients, are ubiquitous in the upper ocean.29
The width of ocean fronts can range from a few meters to tens of kilometers (McWilliams30
2021), and processes at various spatial scales play a role in front formation and evolution31
(Belkin et al. 2009). Fronts can facilitate the transfer of the tracers from the surface to32
the ocean interior and play an important role in the climate and ocean ecological systems33
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(D’Asaro et al. 2011; Ferrari 2011; Lohmann & Belkin 2014). The fronts associated with34
strong large-scale currents, such as western boundary current extensions and the Antarctic35
Circumpolar Current, can have length extending for hundreds of kilometers and are of36
particular importance. These large-scale fronts can act as dynamical barriers to cross-frontal37
transport and mixing (Rypina et al. 2011, 2013) and impact the lower troposphere and mid-38
latitude climate (Small et al. 2008; Minobe et al. 2008; Seo 2023). The goal of this study39
is to examine the role of ocean mesoscale eddies [length scale of O(10–100) km; “eddies”40
hereafter] in the evolution of large-scale temperature and tracer fronts associated with the41
eastward extensions of western boundary currents.42

Oceanic mesoscale eddies pervade the vicinity of large-scale currents and can influence43
the fronts in several important ways. Baroclinic instability of these currents, which is one of44
the main mechanisms for eddy generation, can be expected to weaken the vertical shear and45
density fronts (Pedlosky 1987; Vallis 2017). On the other hand, eddies can have a straining46
effects that generate and sharpen the associated fronts (e.g., Berloff 2005; Waterman &47
Jayne 2011). Oceanic components in modern climate models, however, do not fully resolve48
mesoscale eddies (Meijers 2014; Hewitt 2020), which leads to biases in the simulated ocean49
state. For example, non-eddy-resolving models simulate much weaker sea surface temperature50
(SST) fronts in the Gulf Stream extension than is seen in eddy-resolving ocean models or51
observations (Kirtman 2012; Parfitt et al. 2016; Siqueira & Kirtman 2016). The biases in the52
SST front in these simulations can impact the atmospheric temperature front (Parfitt et al.53
2016), storm tracks (Small et al. 2014), and climate variability (Kirtman 2012).54

Mesoscale eddies can affect tracer fronts through multiple processes: the dynamic feedback55
of eddies on the large-scale current, the eddy-induced mass fluxes, and the eddy stirring and56
mixing. Most of previous studies have focused on understanding and parameterization of the57
first two processes. The dynamic effect of eddies refers to the eddy stirring of momentum58
(Waterman et al. 2011) and potential vorticity (PV; Berloff 2005; Waterman & Jayne 2011;59
Mana & Zanna 2014; Bachman et al. 2017; Ryzhov & Berloff 2022), which acts as both60
dissipation and a driving force for the large-scale current, which in turn advects the tracers61
and influences the fronts. Shevchenko & Berloff (2015) discussed this dynamic eddy effect on62
the PV front and found weaker fronts along the eastward jet extension in a quasi-geostrophic63
model at lower horizontal resolutions. The second effect, eddy-induced mass transport,64
is equivalent to an eddy-induced tracer advection and is commonly parameterized by the65
Gent–McWilliams framework (e.g. Gent & McWilliams 1990; Gent et al. 1995) that flattens66
isopycnals. This effect has been extensively studied and recent efforts mostly focus on67
advancing the GM parameterization (e.g. Grooms 2016; Grooms & Kleiber 2019; Bachman68
2019; Bachman et al. 2020).69

This study focuses on the third process, which is the most direct effect of eddies on tracers.70
It is traditionally treated as isotropic eddy-induced diffusion (Redi 1982). However, several71
recent studies have revealed the importance of its anisotropic diffusive (Bachman et al. 2015,72
2020; Kamenkovich et al. 2021; Haigh et al. 2021a; Zhang & Wolfe 2022; Kamenkovich73
& Garraffo 2022) and advective (Haigh et al. 2021b; Lu et al. 2022) properties for tracer74
distributions. Most importantly, several studies of eddy diffusion demonstrate persistent75
up-gradient (negative) diffusion, which implies a mechanism of tracer filamentation and76
frontal sharpening (“frontogenesis”). Practical implementation of the up-gradient diffusion,77
however, leads to numerical instability, and negative diffusion conflicts with the analogy78
between turbulent and molecular diffusive mixing. The eddy-induced advection, in contrast,79
can be an appropriate model for the large-scale frontal development because the frontogenesis80
is essentially an advective process (McWilliams 2021). In addition, the transport barriers81
associated with the fronts are assumed to result from the joint action of the large-scale and82
eddy advections (Berloff et al. 2009; Kamenkovich et al. 2019). The advective formulation has83
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Parameter Value Description
𝐿𝑥 × 𝐿𝑦 3840 × 3840 km Horizontal domain dimensions
Δ𝑥,Δ𝑦 3.75 km Horizontal grid spacing
𝐻1, 𝐻2, 𝐻3 (0.3, 0.7, 3) km Initial isopycnal layer thicknesses
𝑓0 4.4 × 10−5 s−1 Coriolis parameter at the southern boundary
𝛽 2 × 10−11 m−1 s−1 Meridional gradient of Coriolis parameter
𝜌0 1035 kg m−3 Reference density
𝜈 100 m2 s−1 Laplacian horizontal viscosity
𝑔 9.8 m s−2 Gravity
𝑔′ (0.01, 0.0003) m s−2 Reduced gravities at the upper interface of layer 𝑘 = 2, 3
𝐶𝑑 0.003 Linear bottom drag coefficient
|𝒖∗ | 0.1 m s−1 Near-bottom velocity magnitude
𝜏0 0.22 N m−2 Wind stress amplitude
𝑟 2 × 10−8 s−1 Relaxation rate for the upper layer thickness
𝜅𝑡𝑟 100 m2 s−1 Background isopycnal tracer diffusivity

Table 1: List of parameters used in the high-resolution model.

a clear advantage over the diffusive framework in this regard. For example, a perfect barrier84
naturally results from the full cancellation between the large-scale and eddy-induced velocity85
(zero “residual velocity”), while the barrier cannot be guaranteed for an arbitrary tracer if the86
effects of eddies are diffusive. Recently, Lu et al. (2022) has proposed a generalized eddy-87
induced advection to quantify the direct eddy effects, and used it to successfully reproduce88
the eddy-induced stirring and dispersion in a high-resolution model. This study will further89
advance this approach, and will examine the extent to which the stirring effects of eddies on90
a large-scale front can be modeled by eddy-induced advection and be parameterized in terms91
of large-scale quantities.92

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the ocean models used in this93
study. Section 3 derives the tracer eddy forcing that includes the effects of eddies on a94
large-scale front, the frontogenesis equation and the generalized advective model of the eddy95
forcing. Section 4 examines the eddy effects on the front via the sensitivity experiments and96
analysis of the equation. Section 5 discusses performance of the tracer simulations with the97
eddy-induced advection. Section 6 offers conclusions.98

2. Model99

2.1. Primitive equation ocean model100

We use the Modular Ocean Model version 6 (MOM6, Adcroft 2019) to solve the adiabatic101
shallow-water equations in a square basin with flat bottom. The model represents a wind-102
driven mid-latitude, double-gyre ocean circulation in the Northern Hemisphere, whose setup103
is motivated by Cooper & Zanna (2015). The model has three stacked isopycnal layers with104
a free surface. Key parameters are summarized in table 1.105

The momentum and continuity equations in layer 𝑘 (𝑘 = 1, 2, 3 with 𝑘 = 1 denoting upper
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layer) are

𝜕𝒖𝑘

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝑓 + 𝜁𝑘

ℎ𝑘
�̂� × (𝒖𝑘ℎ𝑘) + ∇

(
𝑀𝑘 +

|𝒖𝑘 |2
2

)
= 𝛿1𝑘

𝝉

𝜌0ℎ1

−𝛿3𝑘
𝐶𝑑

ℎ𝑘
|𝒖∗ |𝒖𝑘 + ∇ · 𝝈𝑘 , (2.1a)

𝜕ℎ𝑘

𝜕𝑡
+ ∇ · (𝒖𝑘ℎ𝑘) = 𝑅ℎ (ℎ𝑘). (2.1b)

where 𝒖𝑘 is the horizontal velocity, 𝑓 = 𝑓0 + 𝛽𝑦 is the planetary vorticity following the106
beta-plane approximation, 𝜁𝑘 = �̂� · ∇ × 𝒖𝑘 is the vertical component of relative vorticity, �̂�107
is the unit vector in the vertical direction, ℎ𝑘 is layer thickness, 𝛿𝑖 𝑗 is the Kronecker delta, ∇108
is the horizontal (isopycnal) gradient, and 𝑀𝑘 is the Montgomery potential. The wind stress109
𝝉 is steady, asymmetric, and non-zonal (figure 1a). The bottom stress is calculated from a110
linear drag law that depends on a prescribed near-bottom flow speed |𝒖∗ | and coefficient 𝐶𝑑 .111
The horizontal and vertical stress tensor 𝝈𝑘 is parameterized by a Laplacian viscosity. A112
relaxation term 𝑅ℎ (ℎ𝑘) = 𝛿1𝑘𝑟 (ℎ𝑟−ℎ𝑘) is applied to the upper layer thickness to keep it close113
to a reference profile ℎ𝑟 at a rate of 𝑟 . The relaxation is needed to maintain a sharp eastward114
extension of the boundary current. Detailed description of the terms in the equations is in115
Appendix A.116

The square domain (𝐿𝑥 × 𝐿𝑦 = 3840 km × 3840 km) is closed by solid boundaries, where117
free slip and no normal flux boundary conditions are applied. The equations are discretized118
on a uniform high-resolution (eddy-resolving) grid of 3.75 km resolution (10242 grid cells)119
with a time step of 50 s. We also use a coarse-resolution (non-eddy-resolving) grid of 60 km120
resolution (642 grid cells).121

The model is spun up for 20 years from the state of rest to reach a statistically steady122
flow. It is then run for 4 additional years with all model fields saved every 6 hours as both123
the 6-hour averaged quantities and snapshots. Figures 1b-d show the ocean circulation in124
the eddy-resolving simulation. The model develops a strongly eddying double-gyre flow,125
separated by a meandering jet extending from the western boundary and representing the126
Gulf Stream or Kuroshio extension. It will be referred to as the Eastward Jet Extension (EJE)127
hereafter. A near-zonal front of potential vorticity (PV), characterized by large meridional128
PV gradients, is formed along the EJE (figure 1c).129

2.2. Tracer model130

The evolution of tracer concentration 𝑐 in each layer is governed by131

𝜕 (ℎ𝑐)
𝜕𝑡

+ ∇ · (𝑼𝑐) = ∇ · (𝜅𝑡𝑟 ℎ∇𝑐) + 𝑅𝑡𝑟 (𝑐) (2.2)132

where 𝑼 = 𝒖ℎ is the horizontal mass flux, 𝑅𝑡𝑟 (𝑐) = 𝑟𝑡𝑟 ℎ(𝑐𝑟 − 𝑐) is relaxation of the133
tracer back to its initial distribution 𝑐𝑟 , 𝑟𝑡𝑟 is the relaxation rate, and the layer subscript is134
omitted hereafter. The relaxation is applied in the upper layer only and is intended to mimic135
interactions with the atmosphere and prevent the tracer field from rapid homogenization. We136
set the subgrid tracer diffusivity 𝜅𝑡𝑟 = 100 m2 s−1 for all tracer simulations in this study.137
Tracers are initialized on the first day of year 21 and are simulated for 2 years.138

We consider two idealized tracers with spatial distributions relevant to the real ocean139
properties. The tracers are initialized with a vertically and zonally uniform distribution. For140
the robustness of the conclusions, we chose tracers with very different initial meridional141
profiles. One tracer has an initial southward gradient (values increasing from north to south)142
generally consistent with the observed annual-mean sea surface temperature (SST), and a143

Focus on Fluids articles must not exceed this page length
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Figure 1: High-resolution simulations. (𝑎) Wind stress vector and its curl. (𝑏) Sea surface
elevation averaged from year 21 to year 23. Snapshots of (𝑐) potential vorticity and (𝑑)

current speed at day 120 year 21. All fields are shown in the upper layer.

relaxation time scale of 1/𝑟𝑡𝑟 = 400 d that mimics the dependence of the surface heat flux on144
SST (Haney 1971). We call it a “passive temperature” tracer. The other tracer has an initial145
northward gradient (values increasing south to north) that is typical of chemical tracers with146
higher solubility at cold temperatures such as CFC-11. It has a relaxation time scale of 125147
d that mimics the time scale associated with the gas transfer of CFC-11 with the atmosphere148
(England et al. 1994). We call it a “chemical” tracer. Despite having initial profiles analogous149
to SST and CFC-11, these idealized tracers should not be interpreted as realistic simulations150
of these real-ocean properties. For additional analysis of the sensitivity of the results to151
tracers, we will also use eight additional color-dye tracers with initial linear and sinusoidal152
distributions (Appendix B).153

Figure 2 shows the initial profiles and subsequent solutions in the high-resolution model.154
For the passive temperature, the western boundary currents bring warm (cold) water from155
subtropical (subpolar) gyre to the latitude of the EJE (y ≈ 2000 km), where the warm and156
cold currents meet and continue eastward. The warm and cold waters retain their temperature157
contrast avoiding strong mixing with each other, indicating a presence of a partial mixing158
barrier along the EJE axis (Rypina et al. 2011, 2013; Kamenkovich et al. 2019). This159
confluence of cold and warm water creates a large negative meridional gradient (i.e. a sharp160
temperature front) along the jet extension. Similar features are observed for the chemical161
tracer, except that the front is characterized by large positive meridional gradient.162
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Figure 2: (𝑎) Initial meridional profile and (𝑏) upper layer tracer solution at day 120 year
21 for the passive temperature tracer. (𝑐)-(𝑑) Same but for the chemical tracer.

The focus of this study is on the effect of mesoscale eddies on a large-scale tracer front.163
For this purpose, we also perform tracer simulations on a coarse-resolution grid in which the164
eddies are not resolved:165

𝜕 (ℎ𝐿𝑐𝐿)
𝜕𝑡

+ ∇𝑐 · (𝑼𝐿𝑐𝐿) = ∇𝑐 · (𝜅𝑡𝑟 ℎ𝐿∇𝑐𝐿) + 𝑅𝑡𝑟 (𝑐𝐿) + D (2.3)166

where the subscript 𝐿 denotes the large-scale fields on the coarse grid, ∇𝑐 is a horizontal167
gradient on the coarse grid, and D is a term representing subgrid eddy effects.168

Eddies can affect large-scale tracer concentration 𝑐𝐿 through three pathways: (i) the dy-169
namical modulation of the large-scale velocity 𝒖 in (2.1a); (ii) the eddy-induced mass/density170
transport 𝑼𝐿 − 𝒖ℎ𝐿 and its effects on ℎ𝐿 in (2.1b) and 𝑐𝐿 in (2.3); and (iii) the direct eddy171
tracer effect D to be discussed below. The coarse-grid solution 𝑐𝐿 will be different from the172
fine-grid solution 𝑐 from (2.2) unless all three effects are represented accurately.173
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Figure 3: (𝑎) The passive temperature tracer and (𝑏) residual velocity speed (large scale
plus GM velocities) simulated in the non-eddy-resolving model. (𝑐) The residual velocity
speed derived from the eddy-resolving model solution. Its derivation is given in section
3.1. All fields are diagnosed at day 120 year 21 in the upper layer. Note that in this study

we mainly use (𝑐).

Full coarse-grid simulations, that is, solutions of (2.1) and (2.2) on the coarse grid,174
predictably result in large biases in the position and intensity of the EJE and the associated175
tracer front. The biases manifest the importance of the dynamic and density effects of eddies176
(i)-(ii) that are missing in the coarse-grid simulations. Although these biases can potentially177
be alleviated by parameterizations of the momentum fluxes in (2.1a) and eddy-induced mass178
fluxes in (2.1b), e.g., by using the momentum eddy viscosity and the Gent-McWilliams179
(GM) closure (Gent et al. 1995), respectively, our attempt to use constant coefficients in both180
schemes failed to improve simulation of the front. Figures 3a-b show the passive temperature181
tracer and the residual velocity: the sum of the large-scale velocity solved by the model and182
the eddy-induced velocity parameterized by the GM scheme, in the coarse-grid simulation.183
A typical GM coefficient of 400 m2 s−1 and a scale-selective Smagorinsky eddy viscosity184
(Smagorinsky 1963) with a nondimensional parameter of 0.15 are used. We see that the185
tracer front barely extends eastward and has a different position from the high-resolution186
front (figure 2b), which is mainly a result of a biased EJE (figure 3b).187

In this study, we chose to focus on the direct stirring effect of eddies (term D) and to188
derive 𝑼𝐿 directly from the eddy-resolving solution instead of solving it in the non-eddy-189
resolving model. This approach ensures that the tracer on the coarse grid is advected by190
the “correct” residual flow 𝑼𝐿 , and we will demonstrate that it is not enough to represent191
a realistic tracer front. We employ the offline method that uses precalculated mass flux and192
layer thicknesses to solve the tracer equation (2.3). The method has been used for studies193
on the importance of mesoscale currents in tracer transports (Kamenkovich et al. 2017,194
2021; Kamenkovich & Garraffo 2022) and the representation of eddy-induced advection and195
diffusion (Lu et al. 2022). Note that by using such an exact full mass flux, we do not need196
to include the GM closure, and our study is concerned with those eddy effects that even a197
“perfect” parameterization of the eddy mass fluxes cannot represent.198

To ensure that there are no spurious sources of tracer mass, the large-scale layer thickness199
used in (2.3) is solved from the continuity on the coarse grid, with prescribed large-scale200
mass fluxes:201

𝜕ℎ𝐿

𝜕𝑡
+ ∇𝑐 ·𝑼𝐿 = 𝑅ℎ (ℎ𝐿), (2.4)202

where the relaxation rate of layer thickness has the same value as the high-resolution model.203
The continuity and tracer time steps on coarse grid are 600 s.204

We estimate the errors due to the offline calculations of tracer flux divergence, by comparing205
online and offline simulations of the passive temperature tracer. We confirmed that the errors206
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are sufficiently small to warrant the use of the offline method for passive tracer simulations.207
The comparison is described in Appendix C.208

3. Tracer eddy forcing and frontogenesis equation209

In this section, we discuss a definition of the eddy forcing, derive the equation for the210
meridional tracer gradient that governs the evolution of the EJE front, and briefly discuss the211
generalized advective model for eddy effects on the tracer front.212

3.1. Tracer eddy forcing213

Mesoscale eddies lead to cross-scale transfer of energy and tracer (and its variance), so a214
non-eddy-resolving tracer model needs a subgrid tracer “forcing” to account for contributions215
of the unresolved scales to the large (resolved) scales. We define this tracer eddy forcing as216
the source term that augments the coarse-grid tracer solution towards a reference “truth”,217
given a particular large-scale flow on the coarse grid (Berloff et al. 2021; Agarwal et al.218
2021). In this study, we define the truth as the coarse-grained eddy-resolving tracer solution.219
Here, the coarse graining of a fine-grid solution is defined as spatial averaging over the220
coarse-grid cell of 60 by 60 km (16 by 16 fine grid points). The corresponding eddy forcing221
is obtained by coarse-graining the high-resolution tracer equation (2.2), subtracting the result222
from the coarse-grid equation (2.3), and requiring that 𝑐𝐿 = ⟨𝑐⟩ where angle bracket is the223
coarse-graining operator, which gives224

𝜕 (ℎ𝐿 ⟨𝑐⟩)
𝜕𝑡

+ ∇𝑐 · (𝑼𝐿 ⟨𝑐⟩) = ∇𝑐 · (𝜅𝑡𝑟 ℎ𝐿∇⟨𝑐⟩) + 𝑅𝑡𝑟 (⟨𝑐⟩) + D𝑒 (3.1)225

Here, D𝑒 is the tracer eddy forcing that can be diagnosed from the high-resolution model226
solutions, the given large-scale flow𝑼𝐿 and layer thickness ℎ𝐿 , and the coarse-grained tracer227
⟨𝑐⟩:228

D𝑒 =
𝜕 (ℎ𝐿 ⟨𝑐⟩)

𝜕𝑡
− 𝜕⟨ℎ𝑐⟩

𝜕𝑡
+ ∇𝑐 · (𝑼𝐿 ⟨𝑐⟩) − ⟨∇ · (𝑼𝑐)⟩229

+⟨∇ · (𝜅𝑡𝑟 ℎ∇𝑐)⟩ − ∇𝑐 · (𝜅𝑡𝑟 ℎ𝐿∇⟨𝑐⟩) + ⟨𝑅𝑡𝑟 (𝑐)⟩ − 𝑅𝑡𝑟 (⟨𝑐⟩). (3.2)230

At this point, the entire coarse-resolution system (eqs. 2.4, 3.1, and 3.2) hinges on the231
definition of the large-scale mass flux𝑼𝐿 , which needs to be prescribed. We choose to define232
it as a coarse-grained and time-filtered high-resolution mass flux:233

𝑼𝐿 = ⟨𝑼⟩ (3.3)234

where the overbar is a 180-day sliding average, which, together with the coarsening removes235
the mesoscale variability. This is motivated by the fact that mesoscale eddies are often236
characterized by time scales of a few months. We also tested a 2-year time mean, and237
confirmed that it does not change our main conclusions in this study. To make sure that the238
divergence of 𝑼 is preserved on the coarse grid, we decompose 𝑼 into its divergent and239
rotational components and then coarse grain them separately. The derived 𝑼𝐿 is shown in240
figure 3c. It retains the intensity and position of the EJE in the high-resolution model. Further241
details on its derivation are given in Appendix D.242

The diagnosed eddy forcing D𝑒 has complex spatial structure (figure 4a-c). Its high-243
magnitude values are concentrated along the EJE, where eddies cause significant redistribu-244
tions of a large-scale tracer. The standard deviation exceeds the time-mean in most of the245
domain, indicating significant time variability in the eddy effects.246

According to (2.3), (3.1) and (3.2), D𝑒 should in theory be able to augment the coarse-grid247
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Figure 4: Eddy forcing for the passive temperature tracer and its skill of augmenting the
coarse grained solution towards the truth. (𝑎) Snapshot, (𝑏) time-mean and (𝑐) standard
deviation over 2 years (years 21-22). Unit is [◦C m s−1]. (𝑑) The passive temperature
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( 𝑓 ) RMS value (multiplied by 100) of the relative error in the tracer in W EF (relative to
the truth) vs. time. Y-axis units are [%]. Snapshots are in the upper layer on day 361 year

21. Magenta dots are the EJE core defined by the maximal speed of the large-scale
velocity 𝒖𝐿 in the EJE region (0 < 𝑥 < 3000 km, 1600 < 𝑦 < 2400 km).

model toward the true tracer concentration ⟨𝑐⟩. To explore the extent to which it applies to our248
numerical application, we simulated the passive temperature tracer in a control experiment249
with D = D𝑒 (W EF) in tracer equation (2.3). However, we found that after only about 10250
days, the augmented solution significantly diverges from the truth. This is because D𝑒 has251
a complex spatial pattern and temporal variability, and its augmenting efficiency depends252
critically on its spatial and temporal relation to the large-scale flow. Even small errors in this253
relation can quickly grow leading to large local biases in the solution. A similar issue was254
reported by Berloff et al. (2021) in their PV eddy forcing. To alleviate this deficiency, we255
ran the W EF experiment with additional relaxation of the solution toward the truth, saved256
the relaxation forcing, and added it to the original D𝑒 to get a new eddy forcing D†

𝑒 . In this257
case, small differences due to the numerical errors are absorbed in D†

𝑒 . The relaxation term is258
verified to be small compared to the original D𝑒, but sufficient to suppress growing numerical259
errors. We confirmed that D†

𝑒 is statistically nearly identical to D𝑒, and deviations due to the260
added relaxation forcing have an area r.m.s. value of about 6% of D𝑒. We reran W EF with261
the new forcing D†

𝑒 and no additional relaxation and confirmed that the solution indeed stays262
close to the truth with a relative difference of less than 2% (figure 4d-f). Henceforth, we will263
use the new eddy forcing for the following analysis, and we will omit superscript “†”.264

To demonstrate the importance of eddies in the large-scale tracer distribution, we run an265
experiment with D = 0 (NO EF). Figures 5a-b compare the passive temperature solutions266
in NO EF and W EF. The most important difference is in the vicinity of the front along267
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Figure 5: Passive temperature tracer solutions in the (𝑎) NO EF, (𝑏) W EF, (𝑐) IDL EEIV
and (𝑑) CLOSURE experiments on day 361 year 21. Unit is [◦C]. Solid white lines show
the boundaries of the EJE region in which the spatial average is performed. Zonal dots are
the EJE core that divides the EJE region into the “north-of-jet” and “south-of-jet” region.
Meridional dotted lines show the longitudes at which the profiles are diagnosed. Data are
in the upper layer. (𝑒) The squared meridional tracer gradient averaged along the EJE core.

( 𝑓 ) The difference between the tracer inventory area-averaged in the south-of-jet and
north-of-jet regions. (𝑔) The meridional profiles of the 2-year (years 21-22) mean tracers

in all the experiments.

the EJE. There is less warm (cold) water at the southern (northern) side of the EJE core in268
NO EF, leading to a significantly weaker temperature front. We can quantify the strength of269
the front by three metrics: the squared meridional tracer gradient averaged along the EJE270
core (figure 5e), the tracer difference between the south and north of the EJE (figure 5f),271
and the meridional tracer profiles across the EJE (figure 5g). We see that the gradient on the272
EJE in W EF is nearly twice as large as in NO EF. The temperature difference in W EF is273
about 1 degree (50%) larger than in NO EF. The meridional profiles also show sharper tracer274
gradients in different positions of EJE in W EF than NO EF. These results demonstrate that275
the front is significantly weaker in the absence of eddy stirring, despite the correct large-scale276
advection 𝑼𝐿 and eddy mass fluxes. This conclusion suggests that the stirring by mesoscale277
eddies significantly sharpens the front, which will be further confirmed in the following278
sections.279

Rapids articles must not exceed this page length
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3.2. Frontogenesis equation280

To explore the eddy-driven sharpening of the EJE front (“frontogenesis”), we derive the281
equation governing the evolution of a tracer gradient on coarse grid. We first combine the282
coarse-grid tracer equation (2.3) and continuity (2.4) to get the advective form of the tracer283
equation:284

𝜕𝑐𝐿

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝒖𝐿 · ∇𝑐𝑐𝐿 =

D
ℎ𝐿

+ ∇𝑐 · (𝜅𝑡𝑟 ℎ𝐿∇𝑐𝑐𝐿)
ℎ𝐿

+ 𝑅𝑡𝑟 (𝑐𝐿) − 𝑐𝐿𝑅ℎ (ℎ𝐿)
ℎ𝐿

(3.4)285

where 𝒖𝐿 = 𝑼𝐿/ℎ𝐿 is the large-scale (residual) velocity that includes the effect of eddy-286
induced mass flux. Due to the beta-effect, tracer gradients along the near-zonal EJE front287
are nearly meridional, and we focus our analysis on the meridional direction. Applying288
[(𝜕𝑦𝑐𝐿)𝜕𝑦] to (3.4), we arrive at the equation of the (squared) meridional tracer gradient289
(a.k.a. frontogenesis equation; Mudrick 1974; Hoskins 1982; McWilliams 2021):290

𝜕

𝜕𝑡
(𝜕𝑦𝑐𝐿)2 = 𝐿 + 𝐸 + 𝐴 + 𝑅, (3.5)291

𝐿 = −2(𝜕𝑦𝑐𝐿)𝜕𝑦 (𝒖𝐿 · ∇𝑐𝑐𝐿),292

𝐸 = 2(𝜕𝑦𝑐𝐿)𝜕𝑦 (D/ℎ𝐿),293

𝐴 = 2(𝜕𝑦𝑐𝐿)𝜕𝑦 (∇𝑐 · (𝜅𝑡𝑟 ℎ𝐿∇𝑐𝑐𝐿)/ℎ𝐿),294

𝑅 = 2(𝜕𝑦𝑐𝐿)𝜕𝑦 ((𝑅𝑡𝑟 (𝑐𝐿) − 𝑐𝐿𝑅ℎ (ℎ𝐿))/ℎ𝐿).295

Here 𝐿 describes the effects of the large-scale advection which consist of two distinct296
mechanisms: (i) the large-scale advection of the squared tracer gradient 𝐿𝑎𝑑𝑣 = −𝒖𝐿 ·297
∇𝑐 (𝜕𝑦𝑐𝐿)2 and (ii) the confluence of large-scale velocity 𝐿𝑐𝑜𝑛 = −2(𝜕𝑦𝑐𝐿) (𝜕𝑦𝒖𝐿 · ∇𝑐𝑐𝐿),298
where 𝜕𝑦𝒖𝐿 is the meridional velocity gradient tensor. 𝐸 is the eddy effect on the tracer299
gradient, and 𝐴 and 𝑅 represent the effects of subgrid diffusion and relaxations, respectively.300

3.3. The generalized advective–diffusive model301

For an approximation D̂𝑒 of the full eddy forcing D𝑒, we use here a generalized advec-302
tive–diffusive framework recently proposed by Lu et al. (2022):303

D̂𝑒 = 𝜅ℎ𝐿∇2
𝑐𝑐𝐿 − 𝝌 · ℎ𝐿∇𝑐𝑐𝐿 , (3.6)304

where 𝜅 is an isotropic eddy diffusivity and 𝝌 is an eddy-induced velocity (EIV). Lu et al.305
(2022) showed that this formulation can accurately reproduce the eddy-induced advection306
in a high-resolution model. Here, we use this approach to explore the advective effects of307
eddies on front evolution.308

In frontal zones, the advective velocities 𝒖𝐿 and 𝝌 tend to be strong and nearly parallel to309
large-scale tracer contours whereas only their components that are perpendicular to the tracer310
contours are significant for tracer distribution. We, therefore, introduce here “effective eddy-311
induced velocity” or EEIV. EEIV is conceptually analogous to the “effective diffusivity” (e.g.312
Nakamura 1996) since it is also applied on the direction perpendicular to the tracer contours.313
We will later demonstrate that this scalar formulation has several advantages over using the314
vector 𝝌. We will later also use a similarly defined effective large-scale velocity (ELSV).315

Equation (3.6) then becomes316

D̂𝑒 (𝜅, 𝜒⊥; 𝑐𝐿) = 𝜅ℎ𝐿∇2
𝑐𝑐𝐿 − 𝜒⊥ |ℎ𝐿∇𝑐𝑐𝐿 |𝛿𝑐, (3.7)317

where the EEIV 𝜒⊥ = 𝝌 · 𝒏𝛿𝑐, 𝒏 is the unit vector along tracer gradient 𝒏 =318
ℎ𝐿∇𝑐𝑐𝐿/|ℎ𝐿∇𝑐𝑐𝐿 |, and 𝛿𝑐 is a sign function depending on the direction of the zonal-319
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Figure 6: Tracer dependence, calculated as a ratio of the standard deviation to the absolute
ensemble mean, of (𝑎) EEIV 𝜒⊥ and (𝑏) EIV 𝝌. Error bars denote the median and the
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horizontal components are averaged. Data are in the upper layer.

mean meridional tracer gradient:320

𝛿𝑐 =

{
1, ℎ𝐿𝜕𝑦𝑐𝐿

𝑥
> 0

−1, ℎ𝐿𝜕𝑦𝑐𝐿
𝑥
< 0.

(3.8)321

The function is introduced to simplify interpretation of the scalar 𝜒⊥ and eliminates its322
dependence on the direction of the large-scale tracer gradient. For example, a northward EIV323
𝝌 has a positive projection (𝝌 · 𝒏 > 0) onto a front with northward tracer gradient (𝛿𝑐 = 1)324
but has a negative one onto a front with southward gradient (𝛿𝑐 = −1). By multiplying by 𝛿𝑐,325
𝜒⊥ becomes positive in both cases and can be interpreted as speed at which eddies displace326
tracer contours.327

Note that using the advective approach has clear advantages in this study focused on328
eddy-driven frontogenesis, since this is a fundamentally non-diffusive process (McWilliams329
2021). Although, technically speaking, gradient sharpening can be achieved by negative330
diffusivity, its practical implementation causes numerical instability in models (Trias et al.331
2020; Kamenkovich et al. 2021; Lu et al. 2022). Diffusive effects of eddies expressed via332
𝜅, however, can be important in the oceanic interior. Therefore, we set the eddy diffusivity333
𝜅 as a positive constant 𝜅 = 400 m2 s−1, which is an estimate of the domain-mean 𝜅 in the334
upper layer. The unknown, 𝜒⊥, is calculated by inverting (3.7) with the diagnosed D𝑒 on the335
left-hand side and 𝑐𝐿 being the tracer solution of the W EF simulation. For comparison, the336
vector EIV 𝝌 is also calculated by inverting (3.6) using two tracers (two equations). More337
details of the inversion can be found in Haigh et al. (2020) and Lu et al. (2022).338

One of the advantages of the scalar formulation (3.7) over the vector formulation (3.6) is339
the reduction of tracer dependence. The tracer dependence refers to the sensitivity of EEIV340
𝜒⊥ or EIV 𝝌 to the initial tracer distributions and was reported for eddy diffusivity and341
eddy transport tensor (Bachman et al. 2015; Haigh et al. 2020; Kamenkovich et al. 2021;342
Sun et al. 2021; Lu et al. 2022). In theory, the eddy diffusivity and the (E)EIV are assumed343
to be quantities inherent to the eddy flow and independent of the tracer itself. The tracer344
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dependence, therefore, contradicts this fundamental assumption and implies potential bias345
in representing eddy effects using these quantities. For example, Lu et al. (2022) showed346
that 𝝌 is less tracer dependent than the eddy diffusivity, which is interpreted as advantage of347
the advective formulation. Here we calculate the tracer dependence in the same way as Lu348
et al. (2022). We first calculate an ensemble of 𝜒⊥ (𝝌) from a set of tracers (tracer pairs).349
The tracer dependence is then defined as the ratio of the ensemble standard deviation to the350
absolute ensemble mean of 𝜒⊥ (𝝌). Figure 6 compares the ratios for 𝜒⊥ and 𝝌. We see that351
the tracer dependence of 𝜒⊥ is significantly reduced compared to that of 𝝌. Our additional352
analysis further shows that the sign function 𝛿𝑐 (3.8) is important for the reduction in tracer353
sensitivity. These results demonstrate the benefit of using the EEIV to represent the eddy354
effects.355

The conservation of global tracer inventory when applying the EEIV formulation (3.7) is356
enforced using the method in Lu et al. (2022). A correction is added to the parameterized357
eddy forcing D̂𝑒, that makes its global integral zero in the closed domain. The correction358
is conceptually similar to the conservation enforcement widely used in stochastic param-359
eterizations (Leutbecher 2017). We describe it and confirm the conservation in Appendix360
E.361

4. Effect of eddies on the front362

In this section, we explore the role of eddies in the frontal evolution by analyzing the tracer363
distribution and the frontogenesis equation in our numerical experiments. We only show the364
results for the passive temperature tracer but confirm that all conclusions remain the same365
for the chemical tracer as well.366

4.1. Analysis of the frontogenesis equation367

To examine how eddies interact with large-scale flow in sharpening the front, we study the368
frontogenesis equation (3.5) for the W EF experiment. Figure 7a shows the time series of369
all terms in the budget averaged within the EJE region. The tendency term fluctuates around370
zero after the tracer is stirred up, showing that a statistically steady state of tracer is reached.371
Several important points are drawn from the budget. Firstly, the area-mean eddy term 𝐸372
remains positive, meaning that it acts to increase the magnitude of tracer gradients. This373
implies that eddies are sharpening the front, which agrees with the previous comparison374
between the NO EF and W EF simulations. In contrast, the effect of large-scale current,375
characterized by the negative 𝐿 term of similar magnitude with 𝐸 , is to weaken the front.376
There is also a large inverse spatial correlation of −0.9 between 𝐿 and 𝐸 , meaning that the377
large-scale and eddies are acting to balance each other in the front evolution. The residual378
(sum) of the two is at least one order of magnitude smaller than any of the terms and379
is balanced by the sum of the (squared) tracer gradient tendency, the diffusion 𝐴 and the380
relaxation 𝑅. The diffusion remains negative and acts to reduce the magnitude of the front as381
anticipated. The relaxation has a very small magnitude and helps sustain the front. Figure 7b382
further shows the two components of 𝐿, both representing effects of the large-scale advection.383
The large-scale velocity confluence term 𝐿𝑐𝑜𝑛 plays a dominant role in the weakening of384
the front, while the advection term 𝐿𝑎𝑑𝑣 occasionally counteracts 𝐿𝑐𝑜𝑛 with a much smaller385
magnitude. The small magnitude of 𝐿𝑎𝑑𝑣 could be explained by the fact that the large-scale386
flow 𝒖𝐿 in EJE is nearly perpendicular to the gradient of the squared tracer gradient.387

To further explore the relationship between large-scale and eddy effects on the front, we388
compute the point-wise time correlations between the frontogenetic budget terms (figure389
8). We see that large negative correlations between 𝐿 and 𝐸 are concentrated along the390
EJE, indicating strong mutual compensation between the large- and mesoscale processes in391
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Figure 7: Time series of terms in the frontogenesis equation averaged in the EJE region
(defined in Figure 5). (𝑎) The tendency, 𝐿, 𝐸 , 𝐴 and 𝑅 (𝐴 and 𝑅 are multiplied by a factor
of 5) terms. (𝑏) The two components of 𝐿: 𝐿𝑎𝑑𝑣 and 𝐿𝑐𝑜𝑛, and the residual of the budget.

Results are for the passive temperature tracer in the upper layer.

the region, where the eddy forcing is also particularly large (figure 4a-b). This correlation392
suggests a possibility of a potential closure for the EEIV 𝜒⊥ in terms of the large-scale393
fields, that will be discussed in the next section. The tendency term in the jet region is not394
significantly correlated to either 𝐿 or 𝐸 alone, because the gradient is governed by the joint395
effect of large-scale and eddies, as indicated by the area-mean budget (time series). Outside396
of the jet region, the tendency is stronger correlated to 𝐸 than 𝐿, which is likely due to397
the transient eddy effect on tracer contours. However, since the tracer concentrations there398
are not significantly different between the NO EF and W EF simulations and that our main399
focus is on the frontal region, we do not discuss the effect of eddies outside of the jet region.400
We also see that 𝐸 is mainly negatively correlated with 𝐿𝑐𝑜𝑛 rather than 𝐿𝑎𝑑𝑣 along the jet,401
re-confirming the dominant role of 𝐿𝑐𝑜𝑛 in the large-scale flow effect.402

4.2. Importance of the eddy-induced advection403

Our results have so far demonstrated that mesoscale eddies sharpen the front while the large-404
scale flow plays an opposite role. We next use the concept of eddy-induced advection to405
demonstrate the compensation between eddies and large-scale currents. Note that the same406
analysis would be significantly less straightforward if the diffusivity tensor with negative407
diffusivities were used, because perfect compensation between advection and diffusion cannot408
be achieved for an arbitrary tracer. Figure 9 shows the standard deviation, time-mean and409
zonal-mean of the EEIV 𝜒⊥, as well as the effective large-scale velocity (ELSV) 𝑢⊥ = 𝒖 · 𝒏𝛿𝑐410
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Figure 8: Pointwise time correlations between different terms in the frontogenesis
equation over 2 years in the upper layer. Magenta dots are the EJE core.

for the passive temperature tracer. In general, 𝜒⊥ and 𝑢⊥ have the same order of magnitude,411
showing their equally important roles in tracer distributions. The std of 𝜒⊥ exceeds its time412
mean and concentrates along the jet, indicating a large time variability as the eddy forcing.413
The time-mean 𝜒⊥ is mostly negative (positive) at the north (south) of the core, which cools414
(warms) the cold (warm) water by imposing negative (positive) eddy forcing (figure 9b-c).415
The total effect is to amplify the negative gradient and sharpen the temperature front. The416
sign of 𝜒⊥ also indicates that the EIV 𝝌 across tracer contours at the north (south) of the EJE417
core is directed mainly southward (northward). That is, physically, the EIVs on both sides of418
the EJE squeeze the temperature contours together by bringing cold and warm water towards419
each other, thus sharpening the front. The eddy-induced squeezing of tracer contours has420
been reported by many studies in terms of up-gradient eddy-induced diffusion (Kamenkovich421
et al. 2021; Haigh et al. 2021a; Haigh & Berloff 2021). Here, it is effectively quantified by422
the eddy-induced advection. The ELSV 𝑢⊥ has an opposite profile to 𝜒⊥ in the EJE region423
(figure 9f), confirming the compensation between the two as discussed above.424

5. Simulation of the front in coarse-resolution tracer model425

The goal of this section is to explore parameterization of the tracer eddy forcing D𝑒 using426
the EEIV 𝜒⊥, i.e., let D = D̂𝑒 (𝜒⊥; 𝑐𝐿) in (2.3). We will evaluate the skill of the EEIV 𝜒⊥ in427
simulating the eddy-driven sharpening of the front and will propose a simple closure for its428
parameterization.429

5.1. Loss of skill for exact parameters430

Our first step toward parameterization is to apply the exactly fitted EEIV 𝜒⊥ in the tracer431
simulation, using the tracer concentrations 𝑐𝐿 taken from the W EF simulation. We denote432
this experiment as EXACT EEIV. The exact 𝜒⊥ is calculated by inverting (3.7) for the passive433
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Figure 9: (𝑎) The standard deviation, (𝑏) time mean and (𝑐) time- & zonal-mean of the
EEIV 𝜒⊥. (𝑑)-( 𝑓 ) Same but for ELSV 𝑢⊥. Both are projected onto the passive temperature
tracer. The data is over year 21-22. Magenta dots in color plots are the EJE core. Magenta
dotted line in (𝑐) and ( 𝑓 ) shows the zonal-mean latitude of the EJE core. Outliers in 𝜒⊥

that fall below 1% percentile or above 99% percentile are excluded for presentation
purposes.

temperature tracer. It should, in theory, be able to accurately reproduce D𝑒 and the tracer434
concentration in W EF. We, however, found large biases in the resulting solution. Figures435
10a-c show the temperature solution in the EXACT EEIV and time series of the meridional436
gradients defined in figure 5. Compared to W EF (figure 5), the tracer has a large bias near437
the EJE core. Interestingly, the front becomes even weaker than in the NO EF simulation,438
as evidenced by the tracer gradients (figures 10b-c to figures 5e-f). This shows a loss of439
skill of the exact 𝜒⊥ in the jet extension region. In the rest of the domain the solution440
in EXACT EEIV is visually indistinguishable from W EF. However, the eddies there have441
relatively small effects on the large-scale tracer distribution, and our goal is not to reproduce442
individual features in the interior of the subtropical gyre.443

The fact that the exact 𝜒⊥ fails to reproduce a correct EJE front is likely due to the444
deterioration of the spatiotemporal co-variability of the front position and eddy forcing.445
The tracer front constantly changes its position due to the large-scale-eddy interaction, and446
the corresponding eddy forcing D𝑒 and 𝜒⊥ both have complex spatiotemporal dependence447
(figure 4a-c; figure 9a-b) that is closely related to the frontal evolution. Thus, to accurately448
reproduce the front, the parameterized eddy forcing D̂𝑒 (𝜒⊥; 𝑐𝐿) should capture this coupling449
with the front in both space and time. This is clearly a hard task because even a small error450
in the runtime solution 𝑐𝐿 can cause an error in the eddy forcing D̂𝑒, and induce an error in451
the coupling between the front and D̂𝑒. The errors in the forcing can grow very fast due to452
chaotic sensitivity. For example, a bias in the eddy forcing can cause cooling in places where453
warming is needed for sharpening the front, which in turn amplifies errors in the solution.454
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Figure 10: Passive temperature solution ([◦C]) in the EXACT EEIV simulation. (𝑎)
Snapshot at day 361 year 21. (𝑏)-(𝑐) The spatial averaged squared meridional tracer

gradient and the tracer difference between the south and north of the EJE, respectively, as
functions of time (same as in figures 5e-f). (𝑑) Meridional profiles of the true eddy forcing
D𝑒 and the parameterized eddy forcing D̂𝑒 (𝜒⊥; 𝑐𝐿) diagnosed in the EXACT EEIV run,
at different longitudes shown by the white dots in (𝑎). Magenta dots denote the latitudes of

the EJE core.

Figure 10d compares several meridional sections of time averaged D̂𝑒 (𝜒⊥; 𝑐𝐿) and original455
full D𝑒. We see that D̂𝑒 is generally much smaller than D𝑒 around the front (1600 km < 𝑦 <456
2400 km), and thus produces a much weaker front despite having “perfect” 𝜒⊥. The eddy457
forcing is close to zero in the rest of the domain, where eddy activities are weak, showing458
that the tracer bias is concentrated in the front region of strong eddy effects. In the following459
section, we will see that an idealized, time-independent profile for 𝜒⊥ will be more efficient460
in representing effects of eddies on the front.461

5.2. A simplified EEIV and its performance in simulations462

In the previous section, we observed that time varying, two-dimensional EEIV 𝜒⊥ aggravates463
biases in the simulation, and suspect that this complexity is the cause of the problem. Small464
errors in tracer distribution can lead to positive feedback and further error amplification.465
This can happen if an important correlation between two complex fields, 𝜒⊥ and 𝑐𝐿 , is466
broken. To evaluate this hypothesis, we consider here a highly idealized 𝜒⊥ profile designed467
to guarantee the eddy-driven frontogenesis. If successful, this simple model can pave way to468
parameterization of the process. The most straightforward choice is a time-independent and469
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Figure 11: Meridional profiles fitted from the time- and zonal-mean EEIV 𝜒⊥ diagnosed
from the (𝑎) passive temperature and (𝑏) chemical tracers. The time mean is calculated
over 2 years. (𝑐) 2D 𝜒⊥ field generated from the fitted profiles in (𝑎) and (𝑏). Magenta

dots are EJE core.

zonally uniform profile. We have seen in figure 9b-c that 𝜒⊥ is zero at the EJE core, rapidly470
grows to a large negative (positive) value in the north (south) and then decays away from471
the core. We fit this time- and zonal-mean profile of 𝜒⊥ in a least-square sense by a simple472
damped sinusoidal function:473

�̂�⊥(𝑦) =
{

𝐴𝑁 𝑒
−𝜆𝑁 (𝑦−𝑦𝐺𝑆 ) sin(𝜔𝑁 (𝑦 − 𝑦𝐺𝑆) + 𝜙𝑁 ), 𝑦 > 𝑦𝐺𝑆

𝐴𝑆𝑒
−𝜆𝑆 (𝑦𝐺𝑆−𝑦) sin(𝜔𝑆 (𝑦𝐺𝑆 − 𝑦) + 𝜙𝑆), 𝑦 < 𝑦𝐺𝑆 ,

(5.1)474

where 𝑦𝐺𝑆 is the latitude of the jet core, subscripts 𝑁 and 𝑆 denote the parameters of the475
sinusoidal function in the north and south of the core, respectively. The 𝜒⊥ profiles and fitted476
functions �̂�⊥(𝑦) for the passive temperature and chemical tracers are shown in figures 11a-b.477
The two tracers, although having very different initial meridional distributions, give similar478
profiles of 𝜒⊥. This is another manifestation of a modest tracer dependence in EEIV, as479
discussed in section 3. We then calculate an idealized 2D 𝜒⊥ field from the fitted profiles as480
follows. At each longitude, 𝜒⊥ is given by �̂�⊥(𝑦) with 𝑦𝐺𝑆 being the latitude of the jet core481
at that longitude. The resulting 𝜒⊥ fields from the two tracers are then averaged to generate482
the desired idealized 𝜒⊥ field, as shown in figure 11c.483

We next use the derived idealized field of the EEIV to simulate the passive temperature484
and chemical tracers on the coarse grid. We denote these experiments as IDL EEIV. The485
strength of the front is measured here by the difference of the spatially averaged tracers on486
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Figure 12: Same as Figure 5 but for the chemical tracer.

the two sides of EJE. Figure 5 shows the passive temperature solution and its gradient from487
the IDL EEIV experiment in comparison to those from NO EF and W EF. We now see that488
the strong temperature gradients along the EJE and in the surrounding area are reproduced489
well by the idealized 𝜒⊥ after the first 200 days (figure 5e-f). The meridional profiles further490
show that the meridional gradients across the EJE (figure 5g) improve relative to the NO EF491
values, despite a small remaining bias in the position of the front, possibly caused by time492
dependence in the EJE position. The improvement in the simulation of the temperature493
front over the NO EF case is expected since the forcing is designed to bring warm (cold)494
water to the south (north) of the EJE. This result is a clear demonstration of the advantage495
of using eddy advection over the eddy diffusion and an idealized EEIV profile over the 2D496
time-dependent EEIV, in representing the eddy-driven sharpening of front. The sharpening is497
relatively straightforward to enforce in our 𝜒⊥ formulation, whereas it cannot be guaranteed498
by the vector 𝝌, which is nearly parallel to the tracer contour, and, of course, cannot be499
achieved by positive diffusion.500

Simulations of the chemical tracer with the same 𝜒⊥ give similar results (figure 12),501
demonstrating a robustness of the formulation. The southward meridional tracer gradient in502
W EF is 30% larger than in NO EF, and our idealized 𝜒⊥ can increase the magnitude of503
the gradient in NO EF by about 15% (figure 12f). The slightly reduced skill in this case504
compared to the temperature simulation is due to the tracer dependence: the 𝜒⊥ diagnosed505
from the chemical tracer is slightly larger than the one from the temperature tracer in the506
north of the EJE (figure 11a-b). As a result, it leads to a weaker eddy forcing.507
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Figure 13: (𝑎) Correlation between 𝜒⊥ and 𝑢⊥ over 2 years in the upper layer. (𝑏)
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dash). Horizontal black dots show latitudes of the data from which 𝛼 is estimated. Magenta
dots are the EJE core. Red solid line is the predicted 𝜒⊥ by the fitted 𝛼 and 𝑢⊥ profile.

5.3. Closure of EEIV by the large-scale flow508

As the last step, we propose a closure for EEIV 𝜒⊥ in terms of large-scale fields on the509
coarse grid. We have seen that the time- and zonal-averaged 𝜒⊥ and ELSV 𝑢⊥ have similar510
but opposing profiles within the latitudes of EJE (figures 9c,f). Figure 13a further shows511
significant negative correlation between the two fields around the jet; some positive values512
are, however, visible in the southern domain where the tracer is nearly uniform and is of little513
interest. This is also consistent with the correlation between the large-scale and eddy terms514
in the frontogenesis equation (figure 8). These results suggests a possibility that 𝜒⊥ can be515
expressed linearly by 𝑢⊥516

𝜒⊥ = −𝛼𝑢⊥, (5.2)517

where the coefficient 𝛼 quantifies the balance between the two.518
We next implement this closure in the tracer model by substituting it for 𝜒⊥ in (3.7). To519

reduce the errors that could be caused by the variability in 𝜒⊥ as discussed above, we ignore520
the temporal and zonal variability in 𝜒⊥ and choose to predict an 1D profile:521

𝜒⊥(𝑦) = −𝛼𝑢𝑥𝑡⊥ (𝑦), (5.3)522

where 𝑢𝑥𝑡⊥ (𝑦) is the zonal and 2-year time mean ELSV. The predicted 𝜒⊥(𝑦) will be extended523
to 2D by mapping at each longitude as previously done. The resulting 2D field will be applied524
to the model. Since the significant correlation between 𝜒⊥ and 𝑢⊥ is concentrated in the EJE525
region, we estimate 𝛼 by minimizing the RMS error between the two profiles in the latitudes526
of EJE. The parameterized 𝜒⊥ is shown in figure 13b. The coefficient 𝛼 has a value of about527
1.2, indicating a dominating role of eddy-induced advection in balancing the large-scale528
advection. Note that the value is different from unity, meaning the compensation between529
EEIV and ELSV is not complete. Also note that this 𝛼 quantifies the time- and zonal mean530
relation between the two, and the instantaneous relation can be different. In fact, a pointwise531
regression of 𝜒⊥ on 𝑢⊥ resulted in a space-dependent coefficient (not shown) that ranges532
from −1 to −0.4 in the EJE region, indicating a partial balance in most places.533
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For practical applications, the coefficient 𝛼 is not known a priori and has to be chosen as534
part of model “tuning”. For example, our attempt to implement the above closure showed that535
the empirical value of 1.2 is not sufficient to reproduce a sharp front. We then tested a set of536
𝛼 and found that the magnitude of the front increases with larger 𝛼. This is expected because537
𝛼 controls the magnitude of the EEIV and tracer eddy forcing (3.7), thus affecting the front538
sharpness. This closure is similar to the amplification of the eddy backscatter proposed by539
Berloff (2018), which aims to parameterize the dynamic eddy effects on the EJE, whereas540
our closure aims at the eddy effects on tracer front.541

Here we report the result of the test with 𝛼 = 2 (denoted as “CLOSURE”) for the passive542
temperature and chemical tracers in figure 5 and 12, respectively. The closure reproduces543
a sharp front for both tracers as effectively as the IDL EEIV simulation, indicating that it544
could be a promising parameterization of the eddy-driven frontogenesis. Note that the value545
of 𝛼 possibly depends on the flow properties, e.g. the interaction between large-scale and546
eddies in front evolution, and thus needs to be carefully selected in different models and/or547
flow regimes.548

6. Conclusions and discussion549

This study investigates the importance of mesoscale eddies in the formation and evolution of550
large-scale oceanic tracer fronts along the eastward jet extension (EJE) of western boundary551
currents. Using an idealized eddy-resolving model of the double gyre system, we quantify the552
effects of eddies using the tracer “eddy forcing” on the coarse-resolution grid. As discussed553
by several previous studies, this approach has advantages over methods based on eddy554
fluxes, both because it incorporates all eddy terms in the tracer budget and because it555
avoids ambiguity associated with large non-divergent (“rotational”) fluxes (Haigh et al.556
2020; Kamenkovich et al. 2021; Lu et al. 2022). If the eddy forcing is simulated correctly557
in the coarse-resolution simulations, one can hope that the tracer field can be simulated558
accurately as well. This study focuses on the eddy-induced stirring of tracers, whereas the559
contribution of eddies to momentum and mass/density fluxes are outside its scope.560

The key result is that mesoscale eddies sharpen the large-scale tracer front, as demonstrated561
by both the sensitivity tracer experiments in an offline model and the frontogenesis equation.562
This is manifested by a significantly sharper front in the simulation with the eddy forcing than563
in the run without, despite the mass fluxes being the same in both simulations. The analysis564
of the terms in the frontogenesis equation confirms this conclusion, and further shows that565
the large-scale current counteracts the eddy-driven frontogenesis, nearly compensating it in566
a steady state. The confluence (strain) of the large-scale velocity, rather than the large-scale567
advection of tracer gradients, plays a major role in the latter effect.568

The frontal sharpening by eddies and mutual compensation of eddy-driven and large-scale569
advections in the frontogenesis can be conveniently quantified using a recently proposed570
generalized advective framework (Lu et al. 2022). In this study, we further modify this571
approach by using an effective eddy-induced velocity (EEIV, a scalar 𝜒⊥), which is a speed572
with which eddies advect large-scale tracer contours. The EEIV effectively describes the573
mechanism of the eddy-driven frontogenesis: taking the passive temperature as an example,574
the eddies facilitate the advection of warmer (colder) water to the warm (cold) side of575
the front, squeeze the tracer contours, and thus sharpen the front. The same process is576
challenging to describe by eddy diffusion. For example, recent studies (Kamenkovich et al.577
2021; Haigh et al. 2021a; Haigh & Berloff 2021) have found persistence of pairs of578
positive and negative eddy diffusivities (“polarity”) that could be potentially responsible579
for stretching the contours and producing tracer filaments or fronts (Haigh & Berloff 2022).580
However, negative diffusivities are numerically unstable, and compensation with the large-581
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scale advection cannot be guaranteed for an arbitrary tracer. In addition, either up- or down-582
gradient diffusion is associated with cross-contour mixing, which is incompatible with the583
contour-squeezing nature of the front. Thus, we argue that an advective model is more suitable584
for representing the eddy-driven frontogenesis.585

The EEIV formulation has two main advantages over the originally proposed vector586
formulation of the eddy-induced velocity (EIV, 𝝌, (Lu et al. 2022)). The first advantage is the587
reduced tracer dependence, which means less sensitivity of 𝜒⊥ to initial tracer profiles and588
thus smaller bias in simulating different tracers. Since Lu et al. (2022) shows a reduced tracer589
dependence of 𝝌 compared to the eddy diffusivity, the EEIV 𝜒⊥ also has clear advantages590
over the diffusivity in this regard. The second advantage is that the uncovered eddy-induced591
frontal sharpening can be readily enforced by specifying 𝜒⊥ in coarse-resolution models. Our592
results show that the EEIV effectively reproduces the strength of the front for both tracers593
with very different initial distributions: the passive temperature and chemical tracers. The594
EIV framework is, however, less practical because the vector 𝝌 is nearly parallel to the tracer595
contours in the frontal region and only a small cross-contour (effective) component of 𝝌596
matters. Thus, even small errors in 𝝌 may yield large bias in the component and thus the597
front.598

An interesting finding of this study is that the EEIV with full spatiotemporal variability599
fails to guarantee the frontogenesis and instead leads to further deterioration of the front from600
the simulation without eddy forcing. This is because of the rapid loss of correlation between601
the meandering front and parameterized eddy forcing, which leads to chaotic sensitivity602
of the frontal evolution to eddy forcing. The main merit of our results is that successful603
eddy tracer parameterization can be achieved with simplified, rather than most complex,604
parameterization, as long as the most important properties of the eddy effects can be605
preserved. For example, in this study, the tracer front is formed by the squeezing of the606
near-zonal tracer contours by the EIVs in the north and south of the EJE. We managed607
to use a simplified profile of EEIV to capture this feature of EIV that matters for fronts608
and thus guaranteed the frontogenesis. However, identification of such essential features609
may not be always straightforward since it requires careful analysis of what properties610
(e.g. spatiotemporal structures) of eddy effects are most important for the specific ocean611
phenomenon of interest. Machine learning approaches can be promising in this regard since612
they can extract essential properties from complex fields and even discover new physical613
relations (Zanna & Bolton 2020; Partee et al. 2022; Ross et al. 2023).614

To account for the partial compensation between eddy-driven and large-scale tracer615
advection in the frontal region, we propose a closure for EEIV by using the effective616
large-scale velocity (ELSV). The closure captures the partial balance between EEIV and617
ELSV in the frontal region: the EEIV sharpens the front while the ELSV tries to broaden it,618
and effectively reproduces the eddy-driven frontal sharpening in the tracer experiment. The619
coefficient in the closure, which quantifies the compensation, is likely to depend on the flow620
properties. Thus, for each implementation in a model, such as a general circulation model621
(OGCM), one will need to tune the coefficient to produce a reasonable ocean fronts in the622
specific flow. Systematic investigation of the turning is left for future work.623

Note, however, that the closure is not a complete parameterization because the large-scale624
flow in this study is projected from the eddy-resolving flow, with eddy-driven momentum and625
mass fluxes, rather than simulated in the non-eddy-resolving model. The advantage of using626
this approach is that we can focus on the role of tracer eddy forcing without the ambiguity627
from biases in momentum and mass fluxes. The dynamic effects of eddies in the EJE region628
is very likely to be at least as important as the eddy forcing, because the flow resolved in a629
non-eddy-resolving model differs significantly from the projected one, as shown in figure 3.630
Progress has been made in understanding and representing this dynamic effect (e.g. Berloff631
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2005; Zanna et al. 2017; Berloff 2018; Guillaumin & Zanna 2021; Uchida et al. 2022), which632
is outside the scope of this study.633

This study focuses on the significance of mesoscale eddies on the large-scale tracer front.634
Submesoscale currents, another key component of oceanic flows but missing in this study, can635
also contribute to the frontogenesis (McWilliams 2016). These three-dimensional currents636
usually manifest themselves as overturning cells associated with upwelling and downwelling637
that enhance the fronts in ocean surface. Note that mesoscale eddies can also induce a638
similar overturning circulation in the surfaced mixed layer (Li et al. 2016; Li & Lee 2017),639
which could be another mechanism for eddy-induced frontogenesis. The fronts characterized640
by vertical motions occurring on horizontal scales of O(1-10 km) and in the mixed layer,641
however, are absent in our model. Studies of the importance of different scales for large-scale642
fronts should be continued in more realistic settings, as they provide insights on frontal643
dynamics and development of eddy parameterization scheme for non-eddy-resolving ocean644
models.645
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Appendix A. Model Equations659

Here we explain some terms in the momentum and continuity equations (2.1). More detailed660
description of MOM6 equations can be found in Yankovsky et al. (2022) and Zhang et al.661
(2023). The Montgomery potential 𝑀𝑘 (2.1a) in layer 𝑘 is662

𝑀𝑘 =

𝑘∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑔′
𝑖−1/2𝜂

′
𝑖−1/2, (A 1)663

where 𝑔′
𝑖−1/2 is the reduced gravity at the upper interface of layer 𝑘 and its value is prescribed

(table 1), and the upper interface height of layer 𝑘 is 𝜂′
𝑘−1/2 = −𝐷 + ∑𝑘

𝑖=1 ℎ𝑖 , 𝐷 = 4 km is
ocean depth. The wind stress 𝝉 is

𝜏𝑥 =
𝜏0
2

[
1 + cos

(2𝜋(𝑚𝑥 − 𝑦 + 𝐿𝑦/2)
(1 + 𝑚)𝐿𝑦

)]
, (A 2a)

𝜏𝑦 = 𝑚𝜏𝑥 , (A 2b)

where the tilt parameter 𝑚 = 0.1. The reference profile for the relaxation of the upper layer664
thickness in (2.1𝑏) is the layer thickness plus a sinusoidal function whose zero-crossing line665
overlaps the zero wind stress curl line:666

ℎ𝑟 = 𝐻1 + Δℎ sin
(2𝜋(𝑚𝑥 − 𝑦 + 𝐿𝑦/2)

(1 + 𝑚)𝐿𝑦

)
, (A 3)667

https://github.com/yueyanglu/MOM6-DG
https://github.com/yueyanglu/mesoeddies_front
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.10051655
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Figure 14: Initial distributions of the idealized tracers.

with Δℎ = 150 m.668

Appendix B. Initial Distributions of Idealized Tracers669

Besides the passive temperature and chemical tracers, this study also simulates eight670
additional idealized tracers. They are mainly used to evaluate the tracer dependence of671
the EEIV 𝜒⊥ in section 3.3. Their concentrations are initialized with different horizontal672
distributions and are taken constant in the vertical direction (figure 14):673

𝑐1 =
1

√
17

(
𝑥

𝐿𝑥

− 4
𝑦

𝐿𝑦

+ 4
)
, 𝑐2 =

1
√

13

(
−2

𝑥

𝐿𝑥

+ 3
𝑦

𝐿𝑦

+ 2
)
,674

𝑐3 = cos
𝜋𝑦

2𝐿𝑦

, 𝑐4 = cos
𝜋𝑥

2𝐿𝑥

,675

𝑐5 = − cos
(
𝜋𝑥

𝐿𝑥

+ 𝜋𝑦

𝐿𝑦

)
+ 1, 𝑐6 = cos

(
− 𝜋𝑥

𝐿𝑥

+ 𝜋𝑦

𝐿𝑦

)
+ 1,676

𝑐7 = cos
2𝜋𝑦
𝐿𝑦

+ 1, 𝑐8 = 25 ∗

(
0.4 𝑥

𝐿𝑥
− 1

)2

9
+

(
0.4 𝑦

𝐿𝑦
− 1

)2

16

 , (B 1)677

where 𝐿𝑥 and 𝐿𝑦 are the domain sizes in the zonal and meridional directions, respectively.678

Appendix C. Test of Offline Tracer Advection679

To evaluate the accuracy of the offline tracer simulation, we perform both online and offline680
simulations of the passive temperature tracer on the high-resolution grid. The tracer is681
initialized on the first day of year 21. We use the spatial standard deviation of the tracer in a682
model layer to quantify the error (Kamenkovich & Garraffo 2022):683

𝑆𝐷 (𝑐) =
[

1
𝑉

∫
𝑐2ℎ 𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦 −

(∫
𝑐ℎ 𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦

)2
]1/2

, (C 1)684
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Figure 15: Passive temperature tracer solutions from the high-resolution (𝑎) offline and (𝑏)
online simulations in the upper layer at day 365 year 22. (𝑐) Time series of the relative

bias e in the three layers.

where 𝑉 =
∫
ℎ 𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦 is the volume of the layer. The two solutions are indistinguishable from685

each other at the end of the 2-yr integration (figure 15). The relative bias, 𝑒 = (𝑆𝐷 (𝑐𝑜 𝑓 𝑓 ) −686
𝑆𝐷 (𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑙))/𝑆𝐷 (𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑙), remain less than 1.5%. The bias is much smaller for the simulations687
on the coarse grid (not shown). Therefore, the errors due to the use of six-hourly mean fields688
are sufficiently small to warrant the use of the offline simulations.689

Appendix D. Coarse Graining of the Mass Flux690

The first step of defining the large-scale mass flux 𝑼𝐿 (3.3) is to coarse grain the high-691
resolution mass flux 𝑼. Since the divergence of mass flux determines the layer thickness and692
thus tracer concentration, we choose to preserve the divergence during the coarse graining.693
This is achieved by utilizing the Helmholtz decomposition as follows. The high-resolution694
mass flux𝑼 is first decomposed into its divergent and rotational components (Maddison et al.695
2015):696

𝑼 = ∇𝜙 + �̂� × ∇𝜓, (D 1)697

∇ ·𝑼 = ∇2𝜙, ( �̂� × ∇) ·𝑼 = ∇2𝜓,698
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Figure 16: Norm of (𝑎) the high-resolution mass flux, (𝑏) the coarse-rained mass flux, and
(𝑐) the large-scale mass flux 𝑼𝐿 (coarse-grained and time filtered), at day 120 year 21 in
the upper layer. (𝑑)-( 𝑓 ) Divergences of the mass fluxes in (𝑎)-(𝑐), respectively. Note the

color scale in ( 𝑓 ) is ten times smaller than in (𝑑) and (𝑒).

where 𝜙 is potential for the divergent component (∇𝜙), 𝜓 is streamfunction for the rotational699
component (�̂�×∇𝜓), �̂� is the unit vector in the vertical direction, and ( �̂�×∇) · (...) = (−𝜕𝑦 , 𝜕𝑥)700
is the horizontal curl operator.701

We then coarse grain the flux divergence to get ⟨∇ ·𝑼⟩. To get a corresponding divergent702
component, we solve the Poisson problem on the coarse grid with zero norm-flux boundary703
condition704

∇2
𝑐𝜙

𝑐 = ⟨∇ ·𝑼⟩, (D 2)705

where 𝜙𝑐 is the potential for the divergent component (∇𝑐𝜙𝑐) on the coarse grid. We also706
coarse grain 𝜓 to get the streamfunction for the rotational component on the coarse grid707

𝜓𝑐 = ⟨𝜓⟩. (D 3)708

The coarse-grained mass flux is then defined as709

⟨𝑼⟩ = ∇𝑐𝜙𝑐 + �̂� × ∇𝑐𝜓𝑐, (D 4)710

∇𝑐 · ⟨𝑼⟩ = ∇2
𝑐𝜙𝑐 = ⟨∇ ·𝑼⟩, ( �̂� × ∇𝑐) · ⟨𝑼⟩ = ∇2

𝑐𝜓𝑐 .711

Its divergence by definition equals the coarse-grained divergence of the high-resolution mass712
flux, which guarantees reasonable layer thickness and tracer solutions on the coarse grid. The713
coarse-grained mass flux also preserves the flow structure in 𝑼, because the streamfunction714
for the rotational component of ⟨𝑼⟩ is directly projected from that of 𝑼.715

For a comparison, we attempted a simple way by coarse graining the zonal and meridional716
components of𝑼 separately. However, the resulting mass flux has a divergence more than ten717
times larger than the divergence of 𝑼 and causes instabilities in the coarse-grid continuity718
and tracer simulation. This issue is due to the non-commutativity between discrete spatial-719
derivative operators and discrete coarse-graining (Mana & Zanna 2014). A more rigorous720
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Figure 17: Evolution of the changes in the integrated tracer mass relative to the initial
value from different experiments in the upper layer. Red is for the passive temperature

tracer and blue is for the chemical tracer.

divergence-preserving coarse-graining method can be found in Patching (2022) but is not721
applied here due to its complexity.722

The large-scale mass flux𝑼𝐿 is then obtained by time filtering ⟨𝑼⟩ with a 180-day window.723
Figure 16 shows its norm and divergence, as well as those of 𝑼 and ⟨𝑼⟩. We see that the724
elongated jet extension is well retained in𝑼𝐿 and the divergences of ⟨𝑼⟩ and𝑼𝐿 do not exceed725
the high-resolution flux divergence. The time filtering eliminate the mesoscale structures (e.g.726
vortices) in ⟨𝑼⟩ (figures 16b-c). We conclude that the combination of coarse-graining and727
time averaging effectively remove the mesoscale variability in the flow.728

Appendix E. Tracer Mass Conservation729

To ensure the tracer conservation when applying the EEIV formulation (3.7), we add a730
correction to the local parameterized eddy forcing D̂ (Lu et al. 2022). The tracer solution 𝑐∗731
at a certain time step is given by732

𝑐∗ = 𝑐0 + D̂ + 𝑤
[
D̂
]
, (E 1)733

𝑤 = −
ˆ|D|[
ˆ|D|
] (E 2)734

where 𝑐0 is the tracer at the last time step, the square brackets denote a global average of735
the layer thickness-weighted quantity: [𝐴] =

∫
𝐴ℎ d𝑥d𝑦/

∫
ℎ d𝑥d𝑦, and the local weights 𝑤736

make the magnitude of the correction proportional to the amplitude of the local eddy forcing.737
Tracer mass conservation requires [𝑐∗] = [𝑐0], which is satisfied by our choice of 𝑤738
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above. One can prove this by taking [· · · ] of (E 1). Note that Lu et al. (2022) chose a simpler739
weight 𝑤 = 1, which was also tested in this study and did not affect our conclusions. Such740
correction that modifies the parameterized forcing has been widely applied to stochastic741
parameterizations in the operational ECMWF models (e.g. Leutbecher 2017).742

We present the changes of the globally integrated tracer inventory, M𝑐 =
∫
𝑐ℎ d𝑥d𝑦,743

relative to its initial value for both the passive temperature and chemical tracers in figure744
17. The change in M𝑐 from the IDL EEIV and CLOSURE experiments remain in the745
same range (< 0.1%) with that from the NO EF and W EF runs, confirming that the746
foregoing conservation modification works. Note that the total tracer inventory is not strictly747
conserved because of the relaxation surface boundary conditions, although such enforcement748
is straightforward to implement if desired (Lu et al. 2022).749
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